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Co-Design of Anytime Computation and Robust Control
Yash Vardhan Pant, Kartik Mohta, Houssam Abbas, Truong X. Nghiem, Joseph Devietti, Rahul Mangharam

Abstract— Control software of autonomous robots has stringent real-time requirements that must be met to achieve the
control objectives. One source of variability in the performance
of a control system is the execution time and accuracy of
the state estimator that provides the controller with state
information. This estimator is typically perception-based (e.g.,
Computer Vision-based) and is computationally expensive.
When the computational resources of the hardware platform
become overloaded, the estimation delay can compromise control performance and even stability. In this paper, we deﬁne
a framework for co-designing anytime estimation and control
algorithms, in a manner that accounts for implementation
issues like delays and inaccuracies. We construct an anytime
perception-based estimator from standard off-the-shelf Computer Vision algorithms, and show how to obtain a trade-off
curve for its delay vs estimate error behavior. We use this
anytime estimator in a controller that can use this tradeoff curve at runtime to achieve its control objectives at a
reduced energy cost. When the estimation delay is too large
for correct operation, we provide an optimal manner in which
the controller can use this curve to reduce estimation delay
at the cost of higher inaccuracy, all the while guaranteeing
basic objectives are met. We illustrate our approach on an
autonomous hexrotor and demonstrate its advantage over a
system that does not exploit co-design.
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Contract-based controller and estimator.

more stringent, this separation in the design and execution of
controller and estimator can lead to degraded performance,
as will be shown in Example 1. The goal of this paper is
to present a rigorous framework for the joint design of the
controller and estimator, in which the estimator explicitly
presents a range of execution time/estimate error operating
modes, and the controller switches between these modes in
real-time to maintain control performance and reduce energy
consumption.
Typical design practice determines the Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) of the estimation task, and engineers
the system to satisfy deadlines under WCET conditions.
However, the actual execution time of such estimators is
heavily dependent on the actual data being processed. So
WCET considerations, whether computed online or ofﬂine,
produce a conservative design. Moreover, classical timing
analysis does not guarantee functional correctness of the
closed-loop system. In addition, the best estimate is not
always needed: sometimes a lower quality estimate, obtained
with a smaller energy cost, is sufﬁcient to achieve the control
objectives. Finally, when obtaining better estimates requires
longer runtimes of the estimation task, it may actually be
detrimental to ask for the best estimate. For example, when
the computational resources are overloaded, there may be a
need to spend less time computing a state estimate.
Example 1: To illustrate the impact of estimation delay
δ and estimate inaccuracy  on control performance, we
show a simple PID controlling the motion of a point mass
in the (x, y) plane. The position of the point mass must
follow a reference constant trajectory, whose x dimension
is shown in Fig. 2 (the same plot can be obtained for
the y position). We simulate three cases of estimation (and
therefore actuation) delay and error, where a larger delay
value δ implies a smaller estimation error . As can be noted
in Fig. 2, the effect of delay can be non-negligible. Moreover,
decreasing delay doesn’t necessarily imply better tracking
performance: the effect of the concomitant estimation error

I. I NTRODUCTION
Real-time control of physical systems, like autonomous
robots, raises a number of timing and control-related issues
at the interface between the controller that’s providing the
actuation and the estimator that’s providing periodic state
estimates to the controller. Some of these issues have to do
with the inaccuracies introduced by the software implementation of both controller and estimator on a given hardware
platform. Speciﬁcally, controllers are typically designed to
accomplish the functional goals of the system under simplifying assumptions on the quality of the state estimate (e.g.,
no or ﬁxed error), the estimation delay (e.g., no or ﬁxed
delay), and the actuation jitter (e.g., no jitter). Conversely,
estimation algorithms are typically designed without regard
to how their estimates will be used and under what operating
conditions. In particular, an estimator will often run to
completion: that is, its stopping criteria are designed to
provide the best estimate, regardless of runtime or energy
consumption. The problem addressed here is that as the
real-time requirements on the closed-loop system become
*This work was supported by STARnet a Semiconductor Research Corporation program sponsored by MARCO and DARPA, NSF MRI-0923518
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Fig. 3. Autonomous hexrotor with downward-facing camera ﬂying over
synthetic features.

Fig. 2.

Effect of delay, error values on control performance.
•

must be taken into account. In this example, it can be seen
that the increasing error causes the tracking performance to
worsen. Running an estimation task with a ﬁxed smaller
delay but larger estimation error does not necessarily solve
the problem of degraded performance, as can be seen in
Fig. 2. Therefore, there is a need to rigorously quantify
the trade-off between computation time and estimation error,
then exploit that trade-off to achieve the best control performance under the problem constraints. Rather than always
running the estimation task to completion, it is useful to have
several estimation tasks with varying utilities (i.e., varying
delay/error trade-offs). These can then be used at runtime to
satisfy the control objectives.

In this work, we develop the above remarks into a codesign framework for a real-time control systems, where the
controller and estimator communicate via contracts. A contract is a guarantee requested by the controller, and fulﬁlled
by the estimator, that the latter can provide an estimate with
a certain maximum error , and within a certain deadline δ.
Both the deadline and the error bound are part of the contract.
Using these contracts, we show how the controller can
throttle the execution time of the estimation task to preserve
good performance and to reduce energy consumption. Our
work focuses on estimators that incorporate computationally
intensive Computer Vision (CV) algorithms, such as those
used in autonomous robot navigation. We refer to these as
perception-based estimators. Our experiments validate that
the execution time of these algorithms is signiﬁcant and far
exceeds the computation time of the control software, and
can have an effect on control performance.
Fig. 1 presents the proposed structure of contract-based
estimation and control. It shows a traditional feedback loop
incorporating estimator, controller and the physical system,
augmented with the (Delay, Error) contract between controller and estimator. This contract forms the basis of the
proposed approach.
Summary of contributions. We present a contract-based
framework for the co-design of real-time controller and
estimator algorithms, consisting of:
• a well-deﬁned interface between control and estimation,

•

•

in the form of operating modes or contracts on the
accuracy and delay provided by the estimator (Section
III),
a controller design that can vary the accuracy and delay
of the estimation to achieve control objectives at a lower
energy cost (Sections IV, V), and
a general procedure to compose run-to-completion estimation algorithms into a contract-based estimator (Section VI).
We illustrate our approach on an autonomous ﬂying
robot (shown in Fig. 13) and demonstrate performance
and energy gains using our approach over a classical
controller (Section VII).
II. R ELATED W ORK

Anytime algorithms [1] are a class of algorithms that
can be interrupted at any point during their execution and
still return a usable solution, usually with a monotonically
improving quality with time. Contract algorithms [2] are
one class of anytime algorithms where the interruption time
is pre-determined for any given execution. Our approach,
while similar to contract algorithms in the timing aspect,
differs signiﬁcantly as the meaning of a contract expands to
including both time and quality of the solution (estimation
error in our case).
Anytime algorithms have notably been studied for graph
search [3], evaluation of belief networks [4] and GPU
architectures [5].
As overloaded real-time systems are becoming increasingly common, anytime algorithms for control have become
a topic of research interest. Most notably, Quevedo and
Gupta [6], Bhattacharya and Balas [7], and Fontanelli et
al. [8] have contributed to the topic. Our approach differs
signiﬁcantly from these works as the anytime computation
assumption is on the perception-and-estimation algorithm
and our controller is a robust controller which can switch
between different operating modes of the anytime estimator.
Also, while most of these works require either access to
the full state of the system or have a fast estimator giving
them the state estimate [7], our algorithm accounts for
the computation time/error of the perception-and-estimation
algorithms that are common in autonomous systems.
In real-time systems, recent work [9] uses Typical Worst
Case Analysis of the software and Logical Execution Time
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improve performance of real-time closed loop systems using
computationally and power limited platforms, we propose the
co-design of estimation and control. The co-design involves
using a contract-based framework for both estimator and
controller. Namely, the controller requests the estimator to
provide a state estimate within a certain deadline δ seconds
and with a certain error bound . We refer to the tuple
(δ, ) as the contract between controller and estimator. The
estimator then provides an estimate that respects the contract.
By requesting estimates with varying contracts during system
operation, the controller is able to adapt the closed-loop
system performance in real-time according to the current
condition of the physical system. For example, it can decide
when an estimate is needed fast (but usually with higher
error), and when a more accurate estimate is needed (but
with greater delay). Note, the (δ, ) contract can also be
thought of as setting an operating mode for the perceptionand-estimation algorithm. A high-level view of this setup is
shown in Fig. 1.
To ensure that the estimator can respect the contract
(alternatively, that the controller is only requesting contracts
that can be fulﬁlled by the estimator), the estimator is proﬁled
off-line. Namely, the estimator’s parameters are varied and
for each setting of the parameters, it is run on a proﬁling
data set. This yields a ﬁnite set of (δ, ) values, each one
corresponding to a setting of the parameters. These values
can be plotted on a curve, which we call the error-delay
curve made up of discrete points, (δ, ), represented by the
set Δ. Examples of such a curve are shown in Figs. 7 and
14. The detailed procedure for obtaining such a curve for a
perception based algorithms is given in Section VI.
At run-time, when the estimator receives a (δ, ) contract
request from the controller, it can adapt its execution paths
to respect the contract, namely, to provide a state estimate
in real-time within the requested error bound , and within
the requested deadline δ.
In addition, the controller is designed with the knowledge

semantics to provide the controller with knowledge of the
timing characteristics of the implementation. Our work, by
contrast, proﬁles the estimation software directly to obtain
timing and accuracy information. Whereas [9] is concerned
with formal veriﬁcation of a given controller, we design
controllers to take advantage of delay/accuracy trade-offs
in real-time. The effect of increasing computation time of
a task on performance of a UAV has been explored in
[10] by using a resource allocation algorithm similar to
QRAM [11]. Our work differs from this as we consider the
execution time of a task, the estimator, which is directly
related to the control performance of a closed loop system
and also formulate a control problem around it that provides
mathematical guarantees on the performance of the closed
loop system.
Also, in the ﬁeld of computer architecture approximate
computing approaches [12], [13], [14] have been studied,
seeking time or energy savings by performing a computation
approximately instead of precisely. While anytime algorithms
and approximate computing share a high-level goal, approximate computing approaches are run-to-completion and
also lack a feedback mechanism to permit computation and
resources to be balanced dynamically. Additionally the time
and energy scale that our approach works at is much higher
than what approximate computing looks at.
III. C O - DESIGN OF ESTIMATION AND CONTROL
In a traditional control system, the controller is unaware
of the implementation details of the estimation module
and the estimation module is unaware of the requirements
of the controller. For example, the design of a feedback
controller might not take into account the fact that obtaining
a state estimate from a video feed will take a non-negligible
amount of time, which we refer to as the estimation delay.
Conversely, the design of the perception and estimation
might not in general take into account the varying real-time
constraints that the controlled system must satisfy. In order to
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returns an output after internally deciding the composition to
best meet the deadline and the expected quality requirement.
Through extensive ofﬂine proﬁling, we guarantee with a
high degree of conﬁdence that the contract based estimator
does not violate the contract. This helps in formulating
a control algorithm that provides mathematical guarantees
on the feasibility of constraints for the safe operation and
stability of the closed loop dynamic system as covered in
section V.

of the error-delay curve of the estimation algorithm, and
requests contracts from that curve. Thus, the error-delay
curve constitutes the interface between controller and estimator. This gives the controller the ability to leverage the
ﬂexible nature of the estimation algorithm to maximize some
performance measure of control performance.
Fig. 4 shows the closed loop architecture in a system with
co-design of the estimator and controller. In the co-designed
system as presented in this paper, the controller can make the
estimation algorithm switch to lower or higher time (and/or
energy) consuming modes based on the control objective at
the current time step. The main components of the co-design
architecture are a contract based perception-and-estimation
algorithm, a robust control algorithm that computes an input
to be sent to the physical system being controller as well as
the operating mode for the contract time estimator, and the
interface between them. More details on these components
are in the following sections.

C. Robust Control with contract based perception algorithm
The control algorithm is designed to pick the best operating point for the estimator, or the right (δ, ) contract
to request from the perception and estimation algorithm.
This is done based on the current state of the physical
system to maximize a performance measure while being
robust to the varying computation time and the varying
estimation errors of the estimator with different contracts
as is provides estimates to the controller. In section V we
present a control algorithm that achieves this while also
guaranteeing feasibility of system constraints the stability of
the closed loop system.

A. Contract based perception algorithms
A contract based perception-and-estimation algorithm can
operate at different deadlines and provide a usable solution
for the control algorithm to operate on. This ﬂexible operation is achieved by composing the algorithm of functional
blocks that have different execution times and result in
different qualities of outputs.
An example is a Computer Vision (CV) based Object
recognition algorithm which is composed of different functional blocks of varying execution time which result in
a different accuracy when linked together to provide the
functionality of an object recognition algorithm. E.g. the
pixel classiﬁer in the ﬁrst stage of such a CV algorithm
could be a Gaussian Mixture Model with 2, 4, or 6 components, with more components providing better classiﬁcation
performance (over-ﬁtting is ruled out by cross-validation) at
the cost of more computation time. Functions with similar
characteristics like example above, when proﬁled extensively
ofﬂine and composed in the right order at run-time can be
used to compose a contract time anytime perception and
estimation algorithm. More details follow in section VI.

IV. ROBUST C ONTROL WITH C ONTRACT-BASED
E STIMATOR
In this section we present the mathematical formulation
to model the controller and physical system from Fig. 1,
and demonstrate how the controller can, in real-time, use
knowledge of the estimator’s error-delay curve to decrease
computation delay and power in an error-aware fashion.
A. System Model
Consider a hexrotor, which is an autonomous ﬂying robot
with six rotors, shown in Fig. 13. The state x of the hexrotor
is made of its 3D position and 3D velocity. The input u
to the robot consists of the desired pitch and roll angles,
and the desired thrust. The hexrotor’s mission is to ﬂy a
pre-deﬁned pattern given by xref , where xref (t) gives the
desired position at each time t. The dynamics of the hexrotor,
relating the time-evolution of its state to the current state and
input, can be linearized and approximated by the following
Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) ODE:

B. Interface between contract based perception and robust
control

ẋ(t) = Ac x(t) + Bc u(t) + wc (t)

For the control algorithm to be able to leverage the
ﬂexible nature of the contract based perception algorithm,
it must have information about the computation time versus
output quality trade-off that the contract based perception
algorithm offers. An interface that achieves this is obtained
by representing the proﬁled behaviour of the contract based
algorithm to varying deadlines, as points on a perception
quality versus deadline (δ, ) curve, e.g. in Fig. 7. With
this proﬁled curve available to the controller at runtime,
the exchange of information between the contract based
perception-and-estimation algorithm and the control algorithm consists of the controller assigning a deadline (δ), or a
contract to the perception algorithm while expecting a bound
on the error () of its output. The perception algorithm then

(1)

where x ∈ Rn is the state constrained to lie in a set X ⊂ Rn ,
u ∈ Rm is the control input constrained to lie in a set U ⊂
Rm , and wc ∈ Rn is the bounded process noise assumed
to lie in a set Wc ⊂ Rn . Ac ∈ Rn×n and Bc ∈ Rn×m are
matrices. LTIs model a wide range of systems, and our results
apply to arbitrary LTIs of the form given in (1) with compact
and convex constraint sets X, U and Wc . The sets X and U
are part of the problem statement and are either chosen by
the designer or determined by physical constraints.For the
hexrotor, X captures limits on the state such that the LTI
dynamics provide a good approximation of the true nonlinear
dynamics. The set U restricts the inputs to values that can
be supported by the rotors.
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D. Discretized Dynamics
Because of time-triggered sensing and actuation, from
time ts,k to ta,k , the previous control input uk−1 is still
used. Then at ta,k the new control input uk is computed
and applied by the controller (see Fig. 5). For simpliﬁcation,
we assume the computation time for the controller (τ ) to
be constant and lump it with the time for the estimator (δ).
This is justiﬁed experimentally for our problem (in Sec.VIIB) where the time for the controller is negligible compared to
the time taken by the estimation algorithm. The discretized
dynamics are given by

ƚ

Fig. 5. Time-triggered sensing and actuation. The ﬁgure shows the varying
execution time for the estimator and the blue area shows the execution time
for the controller, which is small.

B. Time-Triggered Sensing and Actuation
For ﬂight the hexrotor needs to determine its current
position and speed, i.e., it needs to produce an estimate of
its current state x. It does so by taking a video during ﬂight
through a downward facing camera, detecting and tracking
features across frames, and deducing its own position relative
to these features. The camera captures a new frame every
T > 0 seconds, thus resulting in periodic measurements at
instants ts,k = kT , where k ∈ N.
The sampled measurement is fed to the estimator that
computes the state estimate x̂k := x̂(ts,k ) with the desired
accuracy k determined by the controller in the previous time
step. The controller then uses this state estimate to compute
the control input uk as well as decide on the state estimate’s
delay and accuracy contract (δk+1 , k+1 ) for the next step.
This control is applied to the physical system according to
(1) at instant ta,k = ts,k + δk + τk , where τk is the time it
takes to compute the input. See Fig. 5.
In our setting, the controller has access to the delay-error
curve Δ of the estimator, and makes contract selections from
that curve. This curve is obtained ofﬂine as explained in
Section III, and exempliﬁed in Section VI. We remark that
in each step k ≥ 0, the estimation accuracy k and hence the
delay δk are already decided in the previous step and known
to the controller. In the ﬁrst step k = 0, the initial accuracy
0 , the initial delay δ0 , and the initial control input u−1 are
chosen by the designer.

xk+1 = Axk + B1 (δk )uk−1 + B2 (δk )uk + wk , k ≥ 0 (2)
in which

T
A = eAc T , wk = 0 eAc (T −t) wc (ts,k + t)dt
δ
T
B1 (δ) = 0 eAc (T −t) Bc dt, B2 (δ) = δ eAc (T −t) Bc dt.

Here wk is the accumulated process noise during the interval,
and is constrained to lie in a compact convex set W because
wc (t) lies in the compact convex set Wc and T is ﬁnite.
Note that both the current control uk and the previous control
uk−1 appear in (2). Furthermore, the input matrices B1 (δk )
and B2 (δk ) depend on the delay δk . The estimation accuracy
k affects the state estimate x̂k used by the controller to
compute uk ; therefore k indirectly affects the dynamics via
the control input.
V. ROBUST M ODEL P REDICTIVE C ONTROL S OLUTION
In this section we give an overview of the Robust Adaptive
Model Predictive Controller (RAMPC) that we use in the
contract-based setup of Fig. 4. The mathematical details and
derivations are available in the online technical report [15].
Experiments conﬁrm that the following controller can be run
in real-time, and its computation uses a negligible amount
of time relative to the estimation delay.
A. Solution overview
Recall the operation of the contract-based control and
estimation framework as presented in Section III and Fig. 4.
First, the estimator is proﬁled ofﬂine to obtain its delay-error
curve, which we denote by Δ. The curve Δ represents a ﬁnite
number of (δ, ) contracts that the estimator can satisfy. At
every time step k, the controller receives a state estimate x̂k
and uses it to compute two things: ﬁrst is the control input uk
to be applied to the physical system at time ta,k . The second
is the contract (δk+1 , k+1 ) ∈ Δ that will be requested
from the estimator at the next step. At k + 1, the estimator
provides an estimate with error at
most k+1 and within delay
M
δk+1 . Finally, recall that J =
k=0 ((xk , uk ) + απ(δk ))
combines tracking error and input power in the  terms, and
estimation power consumption in the π terms. The scalar
α quantiﬁes the importance of power consumption to the
overall performance of the system.
The contract-based controller’s task is to ﬁnd a sequence
of inputs uk ∈ U and of contracts (δk , k ) ∈ Δ such that
the cost J is minimized, and the state xk is always in the

C. Control Performance
The goal of the controller is twofold: it needs to ensure
that the reference pattern is adhered to as closely as possible, and that the energy consumed to ﬂy this pattern is
minimized. Thus we may deﬁne two (stage) cost functions:
ﬁrst, (x, u) = (x − xref )T Q(x − xref ) + uT Ru deﬁnes a
weighted sum of the tracking error (ﬁrst summand) and the
input power (second summand). Here, Q and R are positive
semideﬁnite matrices. Second, π(δ) captures the average
power consumed to perform an estimation of duration δ. This
power information is collected ofﬂine during the estimator
proﬁling phase. The paper’s formulation holds for much
more general stage cost functions. These stage cost functions
are chosen by the designer to achieve a desired control
performance.
The total
cost function that the controller minimizes is
M
then J = k=0 ((xk , uk ) + απ(δk )), where M ≥ 0 is the
duration of the system’s operation.
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set X. The challenge in ﬁnding the control inputs is that
the controller does not have access to the real state xk , but
only to an estimate x̂k . The norm of the error ek = x̂k − xk
is bounded by the contractual k , which varies at each time
step.
Fix the prediction horizon N ≥ 1. Assume that the
current contract (under which the current estimate x̂k was
obtained) is (δk , k ), and that the previously applied input is
uk−1 . To compute the new input value uk and next contract
(δk+1 , k+1 ), the proposed Robust Adaptive Model Predictive Control (RAMPC) seeks to solve the following optimization problem which we denote by PΔ (x̂k , δk , k , uk−1 ):
J ∗ [0 : N ] = min

N


u,x,δ,

((xk+j , uk+j ) + απ(δk ))

Algorithm 1 summarizes the RAMPC algorithm.
Algorithm 1 Robust Adaptive MPC algorithm with Anytime
Estimation.
1: (δ0 , 0 ) and u−1 speciﬁed by designer
2: Apply u−1
3: for k = 0, 1, . . . , M do
4:
Estimate x̂k with guarantee (δk , k )
5:
for each (δ, ) ∈ Δ do
∗
6:
J(δ,)
← Solve P(δ,) (x̂k , δk , k , uk−1 )
7:
end for
∗
8:
(δ ∗ , ∗ , u∗k ) ← argmin(δ,) J(δ,)
9:
Apply control input uk = u∗k and estimation mode
(δk+1 , k+1 ) = (δ ∗ , ∗ )
10: end for

(3)

j=0

Here, RAMPC needs to ﬁnd the optimal length-N input
sequence u∗ = (u∗k , . . . , u∗k+N ) ∈ U N , corresponding state
sequence x = (xk , . . . , xk+N ) ∈ X N , delay sequence
δ = (δk , . . . , δk+N ) and error sequence  = (k , . . . , k+N )
such that (δk , k ) ∈ Δ, which minimize the N -step cost
J[0 : N ]. In the remainder of this section we discuss how to
make this problem tractable. As in regular MPC [16], once a
solution u∗ is found, only the ﬁrst input value u∗k is applied
to the physical system, thus yielding the next state xk+1 as
per (2). At the next time step k + 1, RAMPC sets up the
new optimization PΔ (x̂k+1 , δk+1 , k+1 , uk+1−1 ) and solves
it again.
To make this problem tractable, we ﬁrst assume that
the mode is ﬁxed throughout the N -step horizon, i.e.
(δk+j , k+j ) = (δ, ) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ N . Thus for every value
(δ, ) in Δ, we can setup a different problem (3) and solve it.
∗
Let J(δ,)
be the corresponding optimum. The solution with
the smallest objective function value yields the input value
u∗k to be applied and the next contract (δ ∗ , ∗ ).
Because RAMPC only has access to the state estimate,
we extend the RMPC approach in [17], [18]. Namely, the
problem is solved for the nominal dynamics which assume
zero process and observation noise (wk+j = 0) and zero
estimation error (x̂k+j = xk+j ) over the prediction horizon.
Let x be the state of the system under nominal conditions.
To compensate for the use of nominal dynamics, RMPC
replaces the constraint (xk+j , uk−1+j ) ∈ X × U := Z
by (xk+j , uk+j ) ∈ Zj (k , ), where Zj (k , ) ⊂ Z is Z
‘shrunk’ by an amount corresponding to , as explained in the
technical report [15]. Intuitively, by forcing (xk+j , uk−1+j )
to lie in the reduced set Zj (k , ), the bounded estimation
error and process noise are guaranteed not to cause the
true state and input to exit the constraint sets X and U .
The tractable optimization for a given (δ, ), denoted by
P(δ,) (x̂k , δk , k , uk−1 ), is then
∗
J(δ,)

= min
u,x

N


((xk+j , uk+j ) + απ(δk ))

We prove the following result in the technical report [15]:
Theorem 5.1: If at the initial time step there exists a
contract value (δ, ) ∈ Δ, an initial state estimate x̂0 ∈ X,
and an input value u−1 ∈ U , such that P(δ,) (x̂0 , δ0 , 0 , u0−1 )
is feasible then the system (2) controlled by Alg. 1 and
subjected to disturbances constrained by wk ∈ W robustly
satisﬁes the state constraint x ∈ X and the control input
constraint u ∈ U , and all subsequent iterations of the
algorithm are feasible.
VI. C ONTRACT BASED PERCEPTION ALGORITHMS
In Section III, we postulated the existence of an Estimation Error vs Computation Delay curve Δ. This curve is
used at every time step by the controller to determine the
operating point (δ, ) for the next time step. In this section
we demonstrate in detail how such a curve may be obtained
for particular applications and how points along the curve
are realized at runtime by the contract based perception
algorithms.
A. Proﬁling And Creating an Anytime Contract Based
Perception-and-Estimation Algorithm
The ﬁrst step towards proﬁling a contract-based estimator
is to identify the individual components (or algorithms) of
the perception tool chain. The second step is to identify
parameters of each component, such that modifying the
values of these parameters leads to a change in the execution
time and accuracy of the component’s output. This may
be as simple as changing the number of iterations in a
loop [12] or ﬁnding alternate implementations with different
resultant execution times δ and estimation error . We call
these parameters knobs of the component. We implement
this procedure on a Computer Vision (CV)-based object
recognition tool chain. An overview of the tool chain is
shown in Fig. 6.
The CV tool chain takes in a video stream and tracks an
Object Of Interest (OOI) across the frames. The ﬁrst stage
of the chain is a pixel classiﬁer that assigns to each pixel
of the image (after potential pre-processing) the probability
of its being a pixel of interest, i.e., of belonging to an OOI
or being a part of the background. A binary image is then

(4)

j=0

s.t. ∀j ∈ {0, . . . , N }
xk+j+1 = Axk+j + B1 (δk )uk+j−1 + B2 (δk )uk+j
(xk+j , uk+j ) ∈ Zj (k , )
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Fig. 7. Proﬁled delay-error curve for the object detection tool chain run
at different parameter settings.
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δ

reﬂected in Fig. 7 which shows the mean perception error1
and the 90th percentile execution time for the different knob
settings.
The ﬁnal step is to proﬁle all the possible combinations
of knobs by running the tool chain on a test data set. This
proﬁling gives us: a) the output quality (or accuracy) of
the perception-and-estimation tool chain under consideration,
and b) information about execution times for the stages of
the perception tool chain under different knob settings. This
information gathered ofﬂine is useful for making decisions
at run-time. Fig. 7 shows the proﬁled performance of the CV
tool chain.

t

Fig. 6. Illustration of the various components used to compose the contract
based perception algorithm and their representation as real-time tasks. For
a given (δ, ) contract, knob settings are chosen at run-time resulting in a
schedule to execute these sequential components, or tasks, to respect the
contract.

obtained which assigns the value 1 to pixels of interest, and
0 to all others. Next, ﬁltering and a Connected Components
(CC) algorithm is run on the binary image to get rid of noise
in the classiﬁcation process and segment its 1-valued pixels
into disconnected objects. A shape classiﬁer is then run on
each object to determine whether it is of interest or not.

B. Run-time execution of the contract-based perception algorithm
Having proﬁled the components of the contract-based
perception algorithm, we can make run-time decisions for
knob settings in order to realize a given (δ, ) contract.
This is the equivalent of selecting different versions of
tasks (knobs for stages) and scheduling them in sequential
order to best perform the object recognition task while
meeting the given time contract or deadline. Fig. 6 shows the
different task versions for each knob in the different stages
and the resulting schedule based on the knob settings for
the stages. The ofﬂine proﬁling allows us to set the knobs
such that we can achieve a feasible schedule for the given
deadline, δ while maximizing the utility, or the expected
accuracy of the perception algorithm.

In our implementation, the pixel classiﬁer is a Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) classiﬁer, whose knob is the number of components in the GMM. Fewer Gaussians in the
GMM yield a faster but less accurate classiﬁer while more
Gaussians will result in a higher execution time but provide
better classiﬁcation performance. Knob values that cause
data overﬁt are discarded by a cross-validation stage as is
standard.
The ﬁltering and Connected Components algorithm are
lumped into one stage and have a two-valued knob to
choose between a 4-connected and 8-connected component
implementation. The shape classiﬁer is also a GMM, but the
knob for it is the number of shape features (like eccentricity
and lengths of major and minor axes). In our experiments
the number of knob settings for the entire chain is K =
(#Gaussians for pixel classiﬁer, #neighbors for CC, #features
for shape classiﬁer), and has a total of 3 × 2 × 2 = 12 values.

C. Visual Odometry
Another algorithm we consider and later use in Section
VII is the Semi-Direct Monocular Visual Odometry (SVO)
[19]. The visual odometry algorithm detects corners in an
image and tracks them across video frames to perform selflocalization of a moving robot. These estimates are used in
the closed loop control system that ﬂies the hexrotor, hence
it is important for the visual odometry to run at or faster
than frame rate in order to provide a timely state estimate
to the control algorithm The number #C and quality of
corners detected in a frame directly affects the runtime of the

Note that for any given component in the chain, the
relation between knob value and quality of output is not
necessarily monotonic. The pixel and shape classiﬁers are
machine learning algorithms that need to be trained on a
training set before being used and like all machine learning
algorithms, their output quality for a given knob setting will
depend on the actual data set. The same is a fortiori true
of the quality of the output of the entire chain. This is also

1 Error is the distance between the true centroid and the estimated centroid
of the OOI
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Fig. 8. Error-delay curve for the SVO algorithm running on the Odroid-U3
with different settings of maximum number of features (#C) to detect and
track. The vertical line shows the cut-off for maximum delay and the SVO
settings that are allowable for closed loop control of a hexrotor at 20Hz.
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Fig. 9.
Cumulative distribution of proﬁled execution times for visual
odometry running on the Odroid-U3 for varying maximum number of
corners from the SVO algorithm.

VII. C ASE S TUDY: R EAL - TIME FEEDBACK CONTROL OF
A HEXROTOR WITH CONTRACT BASED ESTIMATION AND
ROBUST CONTROL

A. Experimental setup

corner detector and the resulting quality of the state estimate.
Generally speaking, detecting more corners requires a longer
runtime, and results in better self-localization as long as we
are analysing a feature rich scene, i.e., assuming acceptable
quality of the detected corners. Thus the number #C of
corners is a knob which can be varied to obtain an errordelay curve for self-localization with the visual odometry
algorithm. If the scene is not rich enough in features, and
a sizeable fraction of the #C corners are of poor quality
(i.e., unstable or hard to track across frames), then we can
expect the self-localization error to actually increase as the
poor quality of the unstable corners detected adds noise to
the visual odometry estimates.
Fig. 14 shows the error-delay curve of self-localization
error using the SVO. The curve was obtained on an OdroidU3 [20], which is the same processor as the one used on the
hexrotor for on-board computation. For each value of the
knob #C (i.e., each requested number of corners), we ran
the visual odometry algorithm on a video sequence recorded
by the downward facing camera on the hexrotor while ﬂying
certain pre-set patterns. Ground truth for computing the selflocalization error was obtained using a Vicon motion capture
system which provides position estimates with better than
millimeter level precision. As we repeat each ﬂight several
times, this results in a distribution of (δ, ) values for each
value of #C. We retained the 90th percentile values for δ
and , since these can be used as the worst-case estimates
and delays by the controller of Ssction IV. It can be seen
that a larger number of requested corners produces a smaller
estimation error and longer runtime. Starting at 250 corners,
the error increases, however. We hypothesize this is due to
the decreasing quality of the corners being returned by the
corner detection algorithm.

To evaluate our methodology on a real platform, we applied it to a hexrotor tasked with repeatedly following a given
circular trajectory. We use SVO (Section VI) as estimator
and RAMPC as the controller. The obtained execution time
distributions for SVO are shown in Fig.15. Details of the
experimental setup are in the online technical report [15].
B. Experimental Evaluation
After proﬁling the performance of the perception and
estimation algorithm and formulating the Robust Adaptive
MPC controller for the hexrotor linearized around hover
and modelled as an LTI system (Eq. 1), we experimentally
evaluate the tracking performance and estimated energy
consumption based on actual ﬂights around a pre-deﬁned
trajectory. For comparison, we use a Model Predictive Controller with the same cost function and initial feasible sets as
in our Robust MPC formulation. The MPC controller is an
appropriate baseline against which to measure the beneﬁts of
our co-design method, as it is a similar control algorithm that
does not leverage co-design and is unaware of the estimator
algorithm that gives it a state estimate.
For the evaluation, we ﬂy in a predeﬁned circular trajectory, repeating the experiment 10 times to gather enough
data to conclusively measure the performance of RAMPC for
different values of α and MPC with ﬁxed modes of (δ, ).
Note that since the controller was a sampled discrete-time
controller working with simulated 20Hz camera updates, this
realistically restricts us to using modes of estimator operation
with delay δ less than 1/20s, i.e. modes corresponding to 50,
100, 150 and 200 maximum corners (see Fig. 14). These
modes and their estimated power consumption is in Table
I. Note, #C represents the maximum number of corners
requested,  shows the worst case error bound on the state
estimate, δ is the 90th percentile execution time for that
mode, and P represents the expected power consumption in
that mode as proﬁled ofﬂine. Note, the computation time
for both the RAMPC and the MPC was less than 1ms,
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so we neglect it in comparison to the time for estimation.
This power consumption is the computation power used by
a particular mode in excess to the idle power for the Odroid
used for proﬁling, which was 1.5W.
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10 demonstrates that RAMPC has uniformly lower tracking
cost than MPC, enabled by RAMPC’s dynamic switching
of estimator modes at runtime. Note that RAMPC exhibits
better tracking performance throughout the ﬂight and not just
in this portion, and also outperforms MPC at other modes
(see Table II).
Figure 11 shows that RAMPC provides better tracking
performance while using less energy to do so. For any ﬁxed
energy budget (a point on the x-axis), RAMPC delivers lower
tracking cost (y-axis) than MPC. While MPC’s tracking
error is relatively constant across modes, RAMPC is able to
balance tracking error with energy consumption by varying
the α parameter. RAMPC’s switching between estimation
modes improves not only the control performance but also
energy efﬁciency.

TABLE I
E STIMATION MODES USED IN THE EXPERIMENT.

24.88
29.82
34.66
38.01
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Fig. 11. Tracking cost vs estimated computation energy for executing the
perception and estimation algorithm. Depending on which ﬁxed mode of
the estimator is chosen, MPC operation consumes a different amount of
energy. Using RAMPC as the controller, the different energies are due to
different runtime scheduling of estimator modes based on based α. It is
worth noting that RAMPC with co-design outperforms standard MPC on
tracking performance across the entire range of energy consumption.

Fig. 10. Tracking cost at each time step for MPC (ﬁxed mode 0 estimator)
and RAMPC with α = 0. Note how the RAMPC performs better (lower
cost) than the MPC and there is dynamic switching of estimator modes at
runtime leading to improved performance for the RAMPC.
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C. Experimental Results
Once the ﬂights are complete, to get a more accurate
picture of how the controllers really performed, we use the
following function to measure tracking performance at each
time step.

TABLE II
T RACKING PERFORMANCE AND COMPUTATION ENERGY

Jtrue (t) = (x(t)−xref (t))T Q(x(t)−xref (t))+u(t)T Ru(t) (5)

Controller
MPC
MPC
MPC
MPC
RAMPC
RAMPC
RAMPC
RAMPC
RAMPC
RAMPC

Note that since we have access to the true position and
velocities (x(t)) of the hexrotor with the Vicon system,
we can obtain the true tracking cost. Table II shows the
mean of the above function over the 10 ﬂights for both
MPC across all ﬁxed modes and RAMPC with different
values of α. It also shows the estimated energy consumption
based on the time spent in each mode (which can be seen
in Table III for RAMPC). RAMPC shows better tracking
performance (lower mean Jtrue ) than MPC in all cases,
except for α = 0.2, thus demonstrating the improved control
performance that can be obtained by dynamically switching
between estimation modes in-ﬂight at runtime.
Fig. 10 shows how the tracking cost (Jtrue ) evolves
over time for RAMPC (with α = 0) and MPC (ﬁxed
mode 0) for a portion of the hexrotor ﬂight. The estimator
modes selected by RAMPC are overlaid in orange. Fig.

Est. Mode/ α
0/ −
1/ −
2/ −
3/ −
−/0
−/ 0.001
−/ 0.01
−/ 0.05
−/ 0.1
−/ 0.2

E[Jtrue ]
1.0903
1.0878
1.0760
1.0762
0.8836
1.0029
1.0280
1.0302
1.0601
1.0776

σ(Jtrue )
0.104
0.087
0.098
0.088
0.079
0.093
0.089
0.096
0.086
0.083

Energy(J)
43.89
49.02
49.60
54.15
49.28
48.90
48.69
46.33
46.01
44.49

Fig. 12 shows the degradation (increased mean Jtrue ) in
tracking performance and reduction in energy consumption
as the weight α for the computation power in the cost
function is increased. As energy becomes more important,
RAMPC smoothly balances tracking cost and energy consumption. Table III quantiﬁes how RAMPC makes this tradeoff, by showing the fraction of time spent in the 4 modes
with RAMPC as α changes. While time is split between
modes 0 and 3 with α = 0, more and more time is spent in
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Fig. 12. RAMPC tracking cost and estimated computation energy for the
perception and estimation algorithm as a function of α.

the low-power (but less accurate) mode 0 as α increases.
TABLE III
F RACTION OF TIME SPENT IN DIFFERENT ESTIMATOR MODES AS α
CHANGES FOR

α
0
0.001
0.01
0.005
0.1
0.2

Mode 0
0.461
0.494
0.512
0.692
0.691
0.897

Mode 1
0.009
0.001
0.005
0.000
0.000
0.000

RAMPC
Mode 2
0.020
0.029
0.039
0.156
0.218
0.098

Mode 3
0.510
0.467
0.444
0.152
0.091
0.005

VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a contract-based methodology
for co-design of estimation and control for autonomous systems. The basic idea is that the control algorithm requests a
delay and estimation error (δ, ) contract that the perceptionand-estimation algorithm realizes. The control algorithm we
designed aims to set time-varying contracts to maximise a
performance function while respecting feasibility constraints
and stability under the time varying execution delay and
estimation error from the estimator. We also illustrate how
the contract-based perception-and-estimation algorithm is
designed ofﬂine and used at run-time to best meet the
(δ, ) contracts set for it. Through a case study on a ﬂying
hexrotor, we showed the applicability of our scheme to realtime closed loop system. The experimental results show the
good performance of our scheme and how it outperforms
regular Model Predictive Control which does not leverage codesign. A key result showed how our closed loop solution
is more energy efﬁcient than MPC while achieving better
tracking performance. A focus of ongoing research is to
overcome the necessity of the contracts always being met by
the estimator. Another focus is on an automated tool chain to
proﬁle perception algorithms commonly used in autonomous
systems.
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